This paper presents a novel spam filtering technique called Symbiotic Filtering (SF) that aggregates distinct local filters from several users to improve the overall performance of spam detection. SF is an hybrid approach combining some features from both Collaborative (CF) and Content-Based Filtering (CBF). It allows for the use of social networks to personalize and tailor the set of filters that serve as input to the filtering. A comparison is performed against the commonly used Naive Bayes CBF algorithm. Several experiments were held with the well-known Enron data, under both fixed and incremental symbiotic groups. We show that our system is competitive in performance and is robust against both dictionary and focused contamination attacks. Moreover, it can be implemented and deployed with few effort and low communication costs, while assuring privacy.
Introduction
Unsolicited bulk email, widely known as spam, has become a serious problem for network administrators and for Internet users in general. According to MAAWG (2009) , it accounts for 89% to 92% of all email messages sent and it consumes resources (i.e. time spent reading messages, bandwidth, CPU and disk) that are far away from negligible. Spam is also an intrusion of privacy and used to spread malicious content (e.g. online fraud or viruses). The cost of sending these emails is, however, very close to zero. Internet connections are cheap and with the advent of botnets (e.g. Bobax worms), criminal organizations have access to potentially millions of infected computers and thus send emails from what has to be regarded as legitimate users (Ramachandran and Feamster, 2006; Kanich et al., 2008) .
In the last years, the most popular anti-spam solutions have been based in Content-Based Filtering (CBF) (in particular, Bayesian filtering) (Garriss et al., 2006; Guzella and Caminhas, 2009) . These class of algorithms use message features (e.g. word frequencies) for statistically discriminating email into legitimate (ham) and illegitimate (spam) messages. However, CBF presents some drawbacks. Often, there is a large gap between the high-level concept (e.g. spam image) and the low-level message features (e.g. bit colors). Also, CBF tends to give weak performances for new users, as it requires a large number of representative examples. Moreover, spammers can mix spam with normal words (often not visible to the final user), in what is known as dictionary or focused attacks (Nelson et al., 2008) . When users flag these messages as spam, their training set is contaminated and the CBF performance is heavily reduced. As an alternative, Collaborative Filtering (CF) is a distinct antispam strategy, where information (e.g. IP or message fingerprints) is shared about spam messages (Zhong et al., 2008 ). Yet, pure CF often suffers from several issues (e.g. first-rater, sparsity of data and privacy, see Section 2).
To solve the CBF drawbacks, we propose a novel distributed approach, termed Symbiotic Filtering (SF), that combines features from CBF and CF. Symbiosis is a close interaction among different entities and this phenomenon is present not only in biological species but also in business enterprises (Alocilja, 2000) . We prefer the term symbiotic rather than collaborative or cooperative, since in this case each individual may have a distinct goal, as spam by definition is a personal concept. The idea is to promote a cooperation among distinct entities (e.g. email users) interested on personalized filtering (e.g. spam detection). Rather than exchanging messages, these entities will share information about what each local filter has learned (e.g. Bayesian model). The aim of SF is to foster mutual relationships, where all or most members benefit. Under SF, a given user is interested in improving filtering at a personal level. The Internet is used to gather collaborators among these (high number of) users. High group dynamics are expected, as members may join or leave the collaboration, and also there are privacy issues regarding what can be shared. SF is different from the centralized CBF-CF works (e.g. (Yu et al., 2003) ) since SF data and models are distributed through different entities. Hence, there are issues of user management (e.g. adding or removing a user), privacy, security and motivation (e.g. each user should benefit from the collaboration).
The main contributions of this paper are: i) we propose the new SF concept that combines filters from distinct entities in order to improve local filtering while assuring privacy; ii) we apply SF to spam detection and compare it with a local CBF filter (i.e. Naive Bayes); iii) the spam detection performance is measured under distinct scenarios, to test the effect of using fixed and incremental symbiotic groups and also to access the robustness to dictionary and focused attacks. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Next, we introduce the individual and symbiotic filtering methods (Section 3). The results are presented in Section 4. Finally, closing conclusions are drawn (Section 5).
Related Work
Several solutions have been proposed to fight spam, which can fall into three main categories (Garriss et al., 2006; Méndez et al., 2008) : designing New Mail Protocol Systems (NMPS), Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Content-Based Filtering (CBF). Examples of the first approach are: digitally signing mail, where recipients authenticate the sender's address and mail content (Wong, 2005) ; requiring the sender to "pay" (e.g. give a small fee or solve a computational puzzle) for each message sent (Loder et al., 2004) or limiting the amount of email any sender may send (Walfish et al., 2006 ). Yet, none of these solutions is currently adopted in a massive fashion and we are still far from a worldwide acceptance of a NMPS. Also, the proposal of payment systems did not take into account the effect spamming botnets, where a large number machines are controlled for malicious messaging (Ramachandran and Feamster, 2006; Kanich et al., 2008) .
CF is based on sharing information about spam messages and it can be based on lists (e.g. blacklists with IP addresses of known spammers), or digest/fingerprints extracted from spam messages. Often, DNS-based Blackhole Lists (DNSBLs) work in a centralized fashion, being vulnerable to Denial-ofService (DoS) attacks. Also, they may blacklist legitimate users, with a false negative rate of about 50%, and spammers that use BGP spectrum agility techniques are rarely listed in DNSBLs (Ramachandran and Feamster, 2006) . Several CF systems based on social networks have also been proposed. For example, Kong et al. (2005) suggest a system where users manually identify spam and then publish a digest through her/his social network. Garriss et al. (2006) propose the propagation of whitelists among socially connected users. Zhong et al. (2008) introduce a large-scale privacy CF based on digests.
CBF filters use a text classifier, such as the popular Naive Bayes algorithm (used by the Thunderbird client), that learns to discriminate spam from message features (e.g. common spam words). At the present time, CBF is the most used anti-spam solution (Garriss et al., 2006) . Current research relies mainly on improving individual classifier performance, by a better preprocessing (Méndez et al., 2008) or enhancement of the learning algorithm (Chang et al., 2008; Guzella and Caminhas, 2009) . Ensembles that combine distinct spam classifiers have also been proposed (Hershkop and Stolfo, 2005) .
Both CF and CBF have drawbacks. CF often suffers from first-rater, sparsity of data and privacy problems. The first issue is due to the difficulty of classifying emails that have not been rated before, the second problem is present when users rate few messages and the last problem depends on what is shared. For example, while presenting a better privacy digest protocol (when compared with previous CF solutions), the approach of Zhong et al. (2008) is still vulnerable to privacy breaches. In addition, people have personal views of what is spam and CF often discards this issue (Gray and Haahr, 2004) . On the other hand, CBF frequently suffers from lack of sufficient training messages and is highly vulnerable to contamination attacks (as explained in the previous section).
By fusing the CF and CBF views there is a potential for a better personalized filtering. However, the number of studies that unify CBF and CF is scarce and mainly focused towards recommendation systems that run at centralized systems (Yu et al., 2003) . Garg et al. (2006) describe a spam strategy based on sharing of email filters among collaborating users. The authors point out that exchanging filters requires less communication than CF systems, as the need to share filters is relatively rare when compared with exchanging digests each time an email is received. Yet, they fail to acknowledge motivational (i.e. each user should benefit from the collaboration), temporal (i.e. how to synchronize several distinct filters), privacy and security issues regarding filter sharing. More recently, Lai et al. (2009) presented a collaborative approach to exchange spam rules. However, this approach was designed for rule sharing at the server level, demanding secure channels between all these servers. Also, the authors only explored simple attributes (e.g. message length) and not word content. Moreover, explicit (and simple) human understandable rules are required, thus approaches such as Neural Networks or Support Vector Machines are not suitable. In contrast, our SF approach is more flexible, since it can address any type of CBF filter. Also, it is suited for the Web 2.0 paradigm, where users can exchange filters from their social networks. The SF approach should also be more robust to contamination when compared to pure CBF, since it aggregates responses from several (possible unknown) users and targeting a specific victim may be easy but contaminating the whole symbiotic group is not.
Filtering Methods

Naive Bayes filtering
We will address only textual content (i.e. word frequencies) of email messages. This popular approach (e.g. Thunderbird filter) has the advantage of being generalizable to wider contexts, such as spam instant messaging (spim) detection. While different data mining algorithms can be adopted for spam filtering, such as Support Vector Machines (Cheng and Li, 2006) , we will use the simpler Naive Bayes (NB), which is widely adopted by anti-spam filtering tools (Metsis et al., 2006; Guzella and Caminhas, 2009) . As both individual and symbiotic strategies will be compared using the same learning algorithm, we believe that most of the results presented in this paper can be extended to other text classifiers. We will also adopt the preprocessing proposed in (Kosmopoulos et al., 2008) :
(1) The word frequencies are extracted from the subject and body message (with the HTML tags previously removed). Each message j is encoded into a vector x j = (x 1j , . . . , x mj ), where x ij is the number of occurrences of token X i in the text. (2) The feature selection is applied, which consists in ignoring any words when x ij < 5 in the training set and then selecting up to the 3000 most relevant features according to the Mutual Information (M I(X i )) criterion:
where c is the message class (s -spam or ¬s -ham), p(X i |c) is the probability of finding token X i in emails from class c, p(X i ) and p(c) are the proportions of X i terms and c class examples present in the data. (3) Each x ij value is transformed into: x ij = log(x ij + 1) (TF transform),
, where δ ik is 1 if the token i exists in the message k and 0 otherwise.
The NB computes the probability that a document j is spam (s) for a filter trained over D u email data from user u, according to:
where α is normalization constant that ensures that p(s|x,
In this work, we will use the multi-variate Gauss NB (as implemented in the R tool, see Section 4) (Metsis et al., 2006) :
where µ i,s and σ i,s are the mean and standard deviation estimated from the c = s or c = ¬s messages of D u .
In (Nelson et al., 2008) , it has been shown that local spam filters are vulnerable to dictionary and focused contamination attacks. The former attack is used to reduce the CBF efficiency, leading the victim to read spam, while the latter can be used to prevent the victim from reading an important email. Both attacks can be achieved by sending spam messages mixed with normal words. Once the victim labels these messages as spam, the training set is contaminated and the filter will be affected the next time it is retrained. A dictionary aggression consists in sending a large amount of normal words, while the focused assault assumes that the attacker has some knowledge of a specific message that the victim will receive in the future (e.g. a competing offer for a given contract).
Symbiotic filtering
In our proposed SF, the individual predictions can be combined by using a collaborative ensemble of the local filters. To tackle the concept drift (i.e. the learning tasks changes through time) nature of spam (Fdez-Riverola et al., 2007) , the ideal symbiotic combination function should be dynamic. To achieve this we propose a hierarchical learning, where the outputs of the distinct filters are used as the inputs of another (meta-level) learner. Hence, each user has a local meta-learner that is responsible for aggregating the distinct filter responses. This meta-learner is dynamically trained to get a high accuracy on the user past data, thus it assigns different weights to the CBF filters through time (see Figure 6 ). While several algorithms could be used for this hierarchical learning (e.g. SVM), we will adopt the same NB described in the previous section. The rationale is that NB is commonly adopted by anti-spam solutions, thus incorporating SF into these tools would be simpler by reuse of code.
We assume that each user u trains a local filter θ u,t over her/his D u training data. Filters can be trained asynchronously and L filters will be available for each user at time t: {θ 1,t , . . . , θ L,t }. The Symbiotic NB (SNB) meta-model spam probability is given by:
where D u is the SNB training set and p(s|x j , θ i,t , D u ) is the probability given by the filter θ i,t , as computed in Equation 2. To reduce memory and computational requirements, we allow that D u ⊆ D u , where M = |D u | denotes the most recent messages from u mailbox. It should be noted that any token from x j that is not considered by θ i,t will simply be discarded by the filter from user i. Similarly, any input attribute from θ i,t that is not included in x j will be set to 0.
While sharing models is less sensitive than exchanging email messages, there are still privacy issues to be considered. For instance, if user A has access to the filter of user B, then A may feed a given token (or set of tokens) into the model and thus know some probability that such token was classified by B as spam or ham. Our privacy solution resides in an anonymous exchange of the filters, which can occur under a centralized server or a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)-like application.
Under the first option, all users register into a centralized and secure service. This service could be implemented by large companies or email providers (e.g. Gmail or Hotmail), when all emails are stored at a given server. For scalability, user profiles could be defined (e.g. country or profession) and clustering algorithms could be used to group users with similar interests. Another variant would be the definition of social networks, where users could choose their "friends". These systems could, for example, be implemented by social networking websites (e.g. Facebook or MySpace). Alternatively, when the messages are stored locally at the client side, the server would be responsible for a blind exchange of the filters, using secure transfers (left of Figure 1 ). To exchange the filters, a standard format should be adopted, such as the Predictive Model Markup Language (PMML) (Grossman et al., 2002) , which is compatible with a large number of data mining tools. In should be noted that exchanging filters requires less communication costs. For example, a filter built from a millions of emails can be described by a few hundreds or thousands of bytes (depending on the filter algorithm used) (Garg et al., 2006) . When a new email is received, the user can easily compute the SF, as a copy of all filters is available locally.
The above systems have the disadvantage of having to depend and trust in a centralized service. As an alternative, the use of a P2P-like distribution scheme is also possible to be adopted (right of Figure 1 ). Under this solution all peers may donate, store and fetch filters among each other. This approach could be implemented as a trusted and secure plug-in of an email client (e.g. Thunderbird). The filter sharing process among the peers could work similarly to the explained in the secure server scheme (i.e. using PMML). Further privacy increase could be achieved if each individual does not know the symbiotic group composition. However, for some scenarios it may also be attractive that the symbiotic group composition could be assessed by all the participants in a given group. Yet, even in such scenarios it might be very difficult to "guess" who created each particular model, as in SF there will be typically a large number of users that dynamically may join or leave the collaboration.
Experiments and Results
Spam data
To evaluate SF, ideally there should be real mailboxes collected from distinct users (possibly from a social network) during a given time period. Yet, due to logistic and privacy issues, it is quite difficult to obtain such data (in particular personal messages) and make it public. Hence, we will use a synthetic mixture of real spam and ham messages, in a strategy similar to what has been proposed in (Metsis et al., 2006; Zhong et al., 2008) . The ham messages will come from the Enron email collection, which was originally used for a global evaluation of filters by merging all Enron user messages into a single corpus. In particular, we will use the cleaned-up form provided by (Beckermann et al., 2004 ) and we will select the five Enron employees with the largest mailboxes collected during the same time period: kaminski-v (kam), farmer-d (far), beck-s (bec), lokay-m (lok) and kitchen-l (kit). Since these employees worked at the same organization, it is reasonable to assume that they would know each other, i.e. belong to a social network. We will also use the spam collection of Bruce Guenter (http://untroubled.org/spam/), which is based in spam traps (i.e. fake emails published in the Web), during the years of 2006 and 2007 (our dataset was built in 2008). Only messages with Latin character sets were selected, because the ham messages use this type of character coding and non-Latin mails would be easy to detect. Also, since this collection con-tains several copies of the same messages (due to the use of multiple traps), we removed duplicates by comparing MD5 signatures of the body messages.
We propose a mixture algorithm that is based on the time that each message was received (date field, using the GMT time zone). By preserving the temporal order of the emails, we believe that a more realistic mixture is achieved than the sampling procedures adopted in (Metsis et al., 2006) or (Zhong et al., 2008) . Since the Enron data is from a previous period (see Table 1 ), we first added 6 years to the date field of all ham messages. Let S t denote a spam message received at time t, S i,f = (S t i , S t i+1 , . . . , S t f ) the time ordered sequence of the Bruce Guenter spam, H u,i,f and S u,i,f the sequences of ham and spam messages for user u from time t i to t f . For a given time period t ∈ (t i , . . . , t f ), the algorithm randomly selects |S i,j | spam messages from S i,j . Then, S u,i,j is set by sampling messages from S i,j with a probability of P for each message selection. The size of S i,j (cardinality) is given by:
where L denotes the total number of users available at the time period and R is the overall (i.e. including all user and time data) spam/ham ratio. Since the time periods are different for each user (Table 1) , four time sequences (i.e. t i and t j values) were used by the algorithm (Figure 2 ). The mixture is affected by the R and P parameters. Since a high number of experiments is addressed in this work, we will fix these parameters to reasonable values. While the global spam/ham ratio is R = 1, the individual ratios range from 0.6 to 1.5. Also, the spam/ham ratios fluctuate through time (as shown in Figure 3 ). On the other hand, the probability of spam selection affects the percentage of common spam between users. If two users have similar profiles (e.g. email exposure), then they should receive similar spam. We assume that this scenario is expected for the Enron employees and thus set P = 0.5. Under this setup and for a given time period, any 2 users will receive around 50% of 
Evaluation
As explained in Section 3.2, spam detection suffers from concept drift (FdezRiverola et al., 2007) . Features such as the amount of spam received, the ham/spam ratio and even the content itself evolve through time. Hence, to evaluate spam filters, we will adopt the more realistic incremental retraining evaluation procedure, which periodically trains and tests filters. Under this procedure, a mailbox is split into batches b 1 , . . . , b n of K adjacent messages (|b n | may be less than K) (Metsis et al., 2006) . For i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, the filter is trained with D u = b 1 ∪ . . . ∪ b i and tested with the messages from b i+1 (Figure 4 ). This procedure is more realistic than the simple 50% train/test split adopted in (Zhong et al., 2008) . possible to compute the true (T P R) and false (F P R) positive rates:
where T P , F P , T N and F N denote the number of true positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve shows the performance of a two class classifier across the range of possible threshold (D) values, plotting F P R (x-axis) versus T P R (y-axis) (Fawcett, 2006) . The global accuracy is given by the area under the curve (AUC= 1 0 ROCdD). A random classifier will have an AUC of 0.5, while the ideal value would be 1.0. Since the cost of losing normal email (F P ) is much higher than receiving spam (F N ), D is usually set to favor points in the low false-positive region of the ROC. Thus, we will also adopt the Normalized AUC (NAUC), which is the AUC area in the section F P R ≤ r, divided by r (Chang et al., 2008) . Typically, the target F P R rate (r) is close to 0.0. We will also compute the relative Gain of the symbiotic performance over the local filter: Gain= ξ SNB /ξ NB − 1, where ξ is the evaluation metric (i.e. AUC or NAUC) and SNB and NB are the symbiotic and individual filters. With the incremental retraining procedure, one ROC will be computed for each b i+1 batch and the overall results will be presented by adopting the vertical averaging ROC (i.e. according to the F P R axis) algorithm presented in (Fawcett, 2006) . Statistical confidence will be given by a paired t-student test, at the 95% confidence level (Flexer, 1996) .
Experimental setup
All experiments were conducted in the R environment, an open source and high-level programming language for data analysis (R Development Core Team, 2008) . In particular, the NB algorithm described in Section 3.1 is implemented by the naiveBayes function of the e1071 R package, while the text preprocessing uses several functions from the tm package (Feinerer et al., 2008) .
During the all experiments, we set K = 100 (a reasonable value also adopted in (Metsis et al., 2006) ). For the SNB, we used a similar number for the hierarchical training set size, i.e. M = 100. This small value has the advantage of reducing memory requirements (the user only needs 100 messages in his mailbox) and some initial experiments with larger values of M revealed no gain in performance. The AUC, NAUC and Gain values will be shown in percentage. All NAUC values will be computed with r = 0.01 (1%).
Fixed symbiotic group
Two distinct scenarios will be tested, according to the time periods A and B of Figure 2 . Given the S-ENRON corpus characteristics, in this work we will explore a small number of fixed symbiotic users: L = 5 for A and L = 3 for B.
The incremental retraining method (Section 4.2) was applied to both scenarios, by considering all messages within the corresponding time period. Thus, the number of kam, far and bec batches (n) will be different for A and B. The obtained results are summarized as the mean of all test sets (b i+1 , i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}) and shown in Table 2 and Figure 5 . The best values are in bold, while underline denotes a statistical significance (i.e. p-value<0.05). In Figure 5 , bars denote 95% t-student confidence intervals and only the most interesting region of F P R is shown for the ROC curves.
For the first scenario (A), the symbiotic strategy outperforms the local filter for all users and metrics, except for lok and NAUC. A similar behavior occurs for the B setting, where SNB is better than NB except for kam and AUC. As false positives have higher costs in spam detection, the NAUC results are particularly important. Thus, it is interesting to notice that there is a high AUC improvement (i.e. Gain) given by the symbiotic method in several cases (kam, far and kit for A and bec for B).
To demonstrate the SNB dynamics, Figure 6 shows the first two consecutive graphs of the SNB input importances under scenario II. Each edge represents the influence (in %) of the NB filter (the origin) in the symbiotic model (the destination), as measured by applying a sensitivity analysis procedure (Kewley et al., 2000) . The text in bold (e.g. b 2 ) denotes the last batch used to train the NB classifier. For example, the first SNB model of user far (left graph) uses a NB filter from kam that was trained using 200 messages (D kam = b 1 ∪ b 2 ). 
Incremental symbiotic group
A more realistic scheme is adopted for the time period C, where users join the symbiotic group in an incremental fashion, at different time stages according to Figure 2 . Thus, L will grow from 2 to 5. The results are presented in Table  3 . As expected, the symbiotic strategy (SNB) clearly favors newcomers, which have small mailboxes and thus benefit from the collaboration. In effect, the NAUC differences are quite large, such as in bec and lok for L = 4 and L = 5; and kit for L = 5. For demonstration purposes, the ROC curves are plotted for kam, far and bec, when L = 3 and L = 5 (Figure 7) . However, the results show that even "veteran" users benefit from the symbiotic relation when the number of users grow. For instance, the kam and far NAUC results for L = 5 improve, with a gains of 28% and 16%, respectively.
Contamination attacks
We will repeat the experiments of Section 4.4, by considering only scenario A and user bec to test the effects of mailbox contamination. The dictionary assault is simulated by replacing the first 10 spam emails at batch 4 from bec by the GNU aspell (http://aspell.net/) English dictionary (version 6.0, with 138599 tokens). In attack starts. The filters of bec are not trained with contaminated messages at batch 4, yet these messages appear in the test set and thus the NB and SNB performances suffer a moderate decay. The true effect of the attack is only visible at batch 5, where local CBF is highly affected. Only 10 messages were replaced and yet the filter detection capability is reduced to a random classifier (since AUC=0.5) through all remaining batches. In contrast, the symbiotic method is only initially affected, since as time goes by the performance gets closer to the no attack scenario. Also, the remaining symbiotic users maintain their spam detection capabilities, as shown by the far results, which is a representative example. This behavior is explained by the SNB algorithm, which simply discards a given filter if it does not help to predict the recent past M messages of the user. Hence, this experiment shows that SF is robust also to saboteurs, i.e. if a particular user intentionally feeds the group with a random or bad filter then this filter will be simply ignored. The dictionary attack can be solved by performing a rollback (i.e. returning to the previous filter) or using the RONI defense (Nelson et al., 2008) , which rejects training examples that have a large negative impact in spam detection. Yet, focused assaults are more difficult to prevent and finding a defense is still an open problem (Nelson et al., 2008) . We believe SF is an interesting solution due to the same rationale presented for the dictionary aggression, i.e. the combination of multiple filters should overcome the limitations of a single model contamination.
A new set of experiments was devised, using again scenario A and bec mailbox. During a given run, a legitimate message was randomly selected, from batches 6 to 9, as the target text. We assume that the attacker is confident about the target content and thus can guess 50% of the target words. At batch 4, 10 spam emails were replaced by the contaminated messages. We repeated this procedure during 20 runs. The effect of this attack on spam is minimal and thus we will only show the effect on the target ham emails. Figure 9 plots the filter spam probability (y-axis) for each target message. The obtained probability for each run is plotted along the x-axis (total of 20 runs). Since all target messages are ham, a robust filter should present low spam probabilities, near the zero horizontal axis. The results show that local filter (NB) is much more vulnerable to focused attacks than the symbiotic strategy (SNB). The spam probability mean values of NB and SNB are 0.69 and 0.32 (the differences are statistically significant). For example, when using a decision threshold of D = 0.5, 14 (of 20) messages are classified by NB as spam, while this number lowers to 6 for SNB. Even if D is raised to 0.999, NB predicts 13 spam emails and SNB only detects 5. 
Conclusions
Email has long been one of the most important and widely used Internet applications. However, spam emerged quickly after email itself and nowadays it accounts for the majority of the email traffic. Thus, several anti-spam techniques were developed. This paper proposes a novel Symbiotic Filtering (SF) approach, which combines several features from Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Content-Based filtering (CBF). It takes the advantage of use of social networks, where users with the same or related interests have the opportunity to form mutually beneficial alliances with the aim of enhancing spam detec-tion techniques. Instead of sharing messages or digests, the idea is to share filters. To combine the individual probabilities, the proposed solution uses the concept of hierarchical learning, where a meta-learner is dynamically trained to improve its accuracy.
After describing the proposed model, we compared the effectiveness of the SF versus CBF, using for that purpose a realistic mixture of real spam and ham messages. Promising results were obtained by the SF, which outperformed the local filtering for a small number of users (from 3 to 5). Moreover, we have shown that SF is more robust to word attacks (e.g. dictionary or focused assaults). Furthermore, we proposed several deployment scenarios for SF, under a secure server or P2P settings.
There is a continuous race between spammers and anti-spammers and a local classifier that is currently perfect will be eventually defeated. We believe that a stronger protection is achieved by adopting a dynamic cooperation of filters from distinct users. In future work, we intent to apply SF to other personalized filtering scenarios, such as Web page blocking (e.g. sensitive content). Also, we will explore scalability issues. Under a large group, this could be achieved by adopting user selection algorithms (e.g. clustering user profiles).
